Introducing Erédia
The early modern period was 'an age of impostors', to borrow from historian Miriam Eliav-Feldon, and a certain Manuel Godinho de Erédia (or Herédia) -the main personage of the present essay -is just one more of those 'men and women from all walks of life [who] were inventing, fabricating and disguising themselves, lying about who they were or pretending to be someone they were not'.
1 Erédia was a Luso-Malay cosmographer (one of the many related and unrelated 'professions' to which he laid claim); a mestizo who at times included the term Indiano in the signatures of his texts and maps; and clearly an individual who thought very highly of himself. He lived from the late 1550s to the early 1620s, chiefly between Malacca and Goa, two nodal points of the Asian maritime network that shaped the Portuguese Estado da Índia. Erédia not only seems to have (partially) invented his own genealogy, he probably also forged official documents, claimed to have discovered unknown lands, drew imaginary maps and took titles and honours that had never been granted to him. He pestered viceroys, kings and prominent figures of the Catholic Church, including the Pope, with his presumptuous letters and odd requests, a correspondence that has only partially survived.
To state matters bluntly, Erédia was a (trans)cultural impostor, or intellectual deceiver, and he was undoubtedly a product of his times. This mestizo cosmographer lived in an age of religious and political dissimulation, of fake science and alchemical fraud, of forgers and swindlers, of tricks and lies, of blurred lines between the real and imagined, true and false -hence, Carlo Ginzburg's usage of the term 'fictive'.
2 It is still to be determined whether these traits were a purely European 4 Lastly, peripatetic individuals were often eccentric adventurers with a healthy inclination for lying. Illustrative of this is the case of Thomas Coryat (d. 1617), an Englishman who traveled extensively throughout Europe -he referred to himself as 'the Odcombian Gallo-Belgic leg-stretcher' -before journeying overland to Mughal India in 1615, via Istanbul, and becoming (again in his own words) an 'English Fakir'. The title pages of the pamphlets that circulated in early seventeenth-century Europe containing his letters from India depict a 'flashy' Coryat riding either an elephant or a camel.
5
Manuel Godinho de Erédia never went so far as to proclaim himself King of Malacca. He effectively traveled back and forth between Southeast Asia and South Asia, but he can hardly be considered a committed traveler. Moreover, even if Erédia was unquestionably inventive and did not fail to include imaginary iconography in his self-portrait (Figure 12 .1), as will be discussed later, not only was he far less eccentric than Coryat, he lacked the Englishman's sense of drama. Erédia would, instead, be better paired with and compared to another Portuguese traveler and 'liar' -Fernão Mendes Pinto (d. 1583), the author of Peregrinação (Lisbon, 1614). Although from an older generation and different family and cultural background, Pinto, like Erédia, knew the Malay Archipelago well and was at least as creative. Furthermore, both were keen to write about themselves and had a clear sense of self-importance. 6 Someone schooled in the 'science of the soul' (scientia de anima) in this period would be able to assert whether Erédia actually believed some of the things he wrote to be true or whether he should instead join Plupragmaticus and all of the other deceivers of Robert Burton's play, Philosophaster ( r 1606-1615). 7 While Erédia was indeed a true
